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Abstract: The scope of this paper is using Dijkstra algorithm in Python to get the urban transport optimization one step further, by finding 

the best route, besides analysing the shortest one. Studying urban transport routes has been first analysed by Dijkstra algorithm taking into 

consideration two parameters, the number of stations and distances between stations. After this, the code of Dijkstra algorithm has been 
implemented in Python, adding the demand for travelling in each station. 
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1. Introduction 

Optimizing urban transport routes is a significant problem in 
planning the network of transport routes. In general, users of the 

urban transport face problems such as the long-time of waiting in 
the station, bus arrival schedule inaccuracies, incompatibility 

between bus routes and passenger’s trails, and the insufficient 

capacity. These problems have generally led to the use of private 
transport which in return creates non-favourable effect by 

increasing the consumption of fuels, environment pollution, 
traffic jams, occupation of parking public spaces, and number of 

accidents. An optimization of bus network would gradually lead 
to a decreasing of the above-mentioned phenomena, as it would 

make the selection of the most reasonable routes according to the 

frequency of use by citizens. 

Considering that each transport problem should be seen as a 
whole, no transport model can be applied in another situation. In 

this paper we have initially analysed the existing route, and the 
coverage of the respective city area; then we performed finding 

the shortest routes from the departure bus stop to the arrival one, 
in order to decrease the bus itinerary; then we analysed the 

walking distances from the surrounding residences to the closest 
bus stop. [1] 

Geographic Information System - GIS has been employed to 
conduct the analysis of all these steps. For the finding of the 

shortest distances, we have calculated the distances between 
stops, which have been saved in the database and have later used 

in the Dijkstra algorithm. This algorithm allows the finding of the 
shortest distances in the urban transport routes from one 

departure stop to another destination stop in the entire city map. 
Except calculating the shortest route, using Dijkstra algorithm, 

and referring to the studied map, we have calculated also the 

most optimal route based on the frequency of travellers in each 
bus stop. This has been done by implementing Dijkstra on 

Python. 

2. Data collection 

For a better and more accurate analysis of the urban transport 

modelling in the city of Prishtina, seventy-seven bus stops of the 
urban transport network have been used in the analysis. Their 

coordinates can be found in the following table and their location 
can easily be verified if they are put in any of the online map 

services or GIS systems.  

The following figure shows the above-mentioned locations 

extracted from the Open Street Map - OSM application. The dots 
represent the locations of the bus stops. They are also attached 

the respective coordinates which serve us for further analysis. 

 
Figure 1. Urban transport bus stops extracted from Open Street Map 

 

Table 1. Some of the bus stops coordinate 

Bus stops 

longitude latitude osm_id 

21.1586457 42.6596867 4870504746 

21.0933585 42.6371888 3502701121 

21.1999393 42.6263928 4987259828 

21.1746672 42.6253341 5032771323 

21.136493 42.7210963 5040838124 

21.1526946 42.6306523 5320470421 

21.1645186 42.6472796 4321932197 

21.151867 42.63093 5320470521 

21.1634699 42.6483035 4321932198 

21.1914291 42.6427801 5377640038 

21.198251 42.6733365 4331977901 

21.1953934 42.6458422 5377640040 

21.1621979 42.647671 4342371169 

21.1650763 42.6623588 4434318892 

21.1649044 42.6626514 4434319590 

21.1648593 42.6596793 4434324490 

21.1740565 42.655638 4434327690 
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Table 1 is compound of the coordinates for each bus stop, 
which are defined by osm_id using OSM for some of the stops, 

so the algorithm can easily identify each bus stop for further 
calculations. 

Figure 2 gives a description of the data saving process in 

Structured Query Language, which will serve to calculate the 

shortest route using Python. 

 
Figure 2. Data saving process 

In order to effectively calculate the shortest routes from 
different locations in the network, we have created the matrix of 

distances between all stops in Prishtina route network. These 
distances will be used as parameters in function of optimizing 

existing routes and creating new routes accordingly. 

Table 2. The matrix of distances between bus stops 

osm_input_id osm_target_id distance(m) 

4870504746 3502701121 5908.427 

4870504746 4987259828 5014.722 

4870504746 5032771323 4035.962 

4870504746 5040838124 7059.213 

4870504746 5320470421 3262.026 

4870504746 4321932197 1459.963 

4870504746 5320470521 3242.472 

4870504746 4321932198 1324.942 

4870504746 5377640038 3279.321 

4870504746 4331977901 3583.478 

The analysis for findings the shortest distance and going by 
as few as possible stops, has resulted very effective. This analysis  

considers as parameters the distances between bus stops and 
through Dijkstra algorithm can be found the shortest distance. [2] 

In the following table are indicated bus stops named 

alphabetically from A to O and the distances between them. Only 
fifteen bus stops have been taken as samples to visualize Dijkstra 

algorithm in finding the shortest distance between stations. [3] 

 
Figure 3. Visualising the shortest route found by Dijkstra 

Table 3. Bus stop distances 

Start End Distance (m) 
A* B 454 

B C 479 

C D 441 

D E 566 

E F 718 

F G 327 

D H 774 

H I* 714 

H J 552 

J L 327 

L M 658 

M N 713 

N O 322 

H K 369 

3. Implementation and addressing the 

problem 

Number of passengers or the factor of using the existing 
routes has been considered for optimizing, changing, or adding 

new routes. Number of passengers has been calculated for each 
bus stop, where Nt represents the total number of passengers per 

route, and Ni represents the number of passengers per respective 
bus stop: 

 
𝑁𝑡 =   𝑁𝑖

11

𝑖=1

 (1) 

Table 4. Number of passengers of the route “Linja 1” 

Linja 1 - AB  Linja 1 - BA 

Bus stop Number of 
passengers 

 Bus stop Number of 
passengers 

1 10  1 3 

2 13  2 20 

3 14  3 30 

4 15  4 39 

5 16  5 39 

6 24  6 36 

7 24  7 36 

8 24  8 35 
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9 27  9 32 

10 24  10 24 

11 0  11 0 

According to the table of results, in the first route direction 
there are forty-seven passengers in the network, while on the 

return route, there are sixty-five passengers. Nevertheless, not all 

the bus stops have had the same number of passengers. The 
following table shows that some of the stops are much less 

frequented.  

Table 5. Number of passengers entering and exiting the network of urban 
transport 

Linja 1 - AB  Linja 1 - BA 

Bus 

stop 

Number of 

passengers 

 Bus 

stop 

Number of 

passengers 

 Enter Exit   Enter Exit 

1 10 0  1 3 0 

2 6 3  2 18 1 

3 1 0  3 14 4 

4 2 1  4 12 3 

5 3 2  5 3 3 

6 9 1  6 10 13 

7 4 4  7 0 0 

8 3 3  8 2 3 

9 5 2  9 1 4 

10 4 7  10 2 10 

11 0 24  11 0 24 

To optimize this route, in finding the shortest distance 

between two points, we can consider as potential parameters also 
the number of passengers per bus stop. This can be used as a 

weight which takes absolute value based on the differences 
between the number of passengers entering and those exiting the 

network of the urban transport. [4] 

In this way, to conduct the calculation of passengers served in 

one station, we can calculate the number of passengers who enter 
the network Ii and the number of passengers who exit the 

networkOi: 

 
𝑆 =   𝐼𝑖 + 𝑂𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2) 

Table 6. Number of served passengers per bus stop 

Linja 1 - AB  Linja 1 - BA 

Bus stop Number of 
passengers 

 Bus stop Number of 
passengers 

1 10  1 3 

2 9  2 19 

3 1  3 18 

4 3  4 15 

5 5  5 6 

6 10  6 23 

7 8  7 0 

8 6  8 5 

9 7  9 5 

10 11  10 12 

11 24  11 24 

Table 7. Normalized values of distances and number of passengers 

per bus stop 

 

 

osm_id_prej osm_id_deri Distan
ce (m) 

Normalized 
distance 

Passeng
ers 

number 

Normalized 
passengers number 

Selection ratio 

4436375390 1458787667 454 0.657223796 13 0.705882353 0.681553074 

1458787667 4434319590 479 0.621813031 2 0.058823529 0.34031828 

4434319590 4434334789 441 0.675637394 5 0.235294118 0.455465756 

4434334789 4436261491 566 0.498583569 8 0.411764706 0.455174138 

4436261491 4436381092 718 0.283286119 10 0.529411765 0.406348942 

4436292791 1458787612 788 0.184135977 5 0.235294118 0.209715047 

4436381092 4436431589 327 0.837110482 3 0.117647059 0.47737877 

4434334789 2070906981 774 0.203966006 4 0.176470588 0.190218297 

2070906981 4461986290 714 0.288951841 9 0.470588235 0.379770038 

2070906981 4342371169 552 0.518413598 12 0.647058824 0.582736211 

4342371169 4469391589 327 0.837110482 8 0.411764706 0.624437594 

4469391589 4436274090 658 0.368271955 6 0.294117647 0.331194801 

4436274090 4436292791 713 0.290368272 12 0.647058824 0.468713548 

4436292791 1458787612 322 0.844192635 2 0.058823529 0.451508082 

2070906981 4434334790 369 0.777620397 3 0.117647059 0.447633728 

 

According to table 6, the values for the number of passengers 

and the values for the distances between stations are different; 

therefore, it is necessary to normalize the values. This 

normalization of values is done for the values between 0 and 1: 

 
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

𝑋 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

 (3) 

Due to the high values that large distances create after the 

normalization; it is necessary to minus for 1 point the value 
extracted through the formula (3). After the values normalization 

for the number of passengers and the distance between stations, 
we get values as shown in the following table. During the 

creation of the route, the chance of selecting the next stop can be 

done through calculating the average of normalized values of the 
distance and the number of passengers, where Mi represents the 

value of the distances and Ni represents the value of the number 
of passengers: 
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𝑆𝑖 =
𝑀𝑖 +𝑁𝑖

2
 (4) 

For assessing the route performance, we can calculate the 
average value of each selected stop: 

 
𝑆 =

1

𝑛
 
𝑀𝑖 +𝑁𝑖

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (5) 

According to the analysed data, we take the minimal value 
one passenger served in one bus stop and maximal value of 

twenty-four passengers served in one bus stop. Whereas, as the 
shortest distance we have selected the value of 212 and for the 

longest, we have selected the value of 918. These values can be 
changed depending on the data to be extracted in different given 

times and locations. [5] 

 

In the above reviewed case where the solution is given as A – 
B – C – D – H – Ithrough Dijkstra algorithm, we can see that 

some of the selected bus stops had smaller value of selection, but 
that appear to be the shortest and most optimal route.  

The following table shows how the matrix of distances 
between bus stops can be formed according to the above-

described method. 

Table 8. The selection weight between bus stops 

osm_id_prej osm_id_deri Shkalla e zgjedhjes 

4436375390 1458787667 0.681553074 

1458787667 4434319590 0.34031828 

4434319590 4434334789 0.455465756 

4434334789 4436261491 0.455174138 

4436261491 4436381092 0.406348942 

4436292791 1458787612 0.209715047 

4436381092 4436431589 0.47737877 

4434334789 2070906981 0.190218297 

2070906981 4461986290 0.379770038 

2070906981 4342371169 0.582736211 

4342371169 4469391589 0.624437594 

4469391589 4436274090 0.331194801 

4436274090 4436292791 0.468713548 

4436292791 1458787612 0.451508082 

2070906981 4434334790 0.447633728 

 

4. Results of implementing Dijkstra on 

Python 

The built code for solving this problem has been 
implemented on Python. To execute the code, it is necessary to 

write the name of the Dijkstra function, which accepts two 
parameters, the origin and the destination, and the created graph 

through the matrix of distances. 

After executing the code, where as a parameter two stations 

are given, Sorigin='4436375390' as a start and 

Sdestination='4461986290' as the end of the route, we can see that 
the most optimal route calculated by Dijkstra is: 

1. ['4436375390', '1458787667', '4434319590', '4434334789', '
2070906981', '4461986290']   

 

5. Conclusion 

The paper has been conducted analysing and studying the 

movements of citizens and the use of the urban transport routes, 

extracting statistics. From the in-field work we have analysed the 
route with the highest frequency of use and formed the model for 

urban transport routes optimization in Prishtina. Applying this 
model would facilitate the traffic situation and would create 

premises for a better use of urban transport. This would also 
affect the increase of route rationale for both the costs and 

itinerary. The code of Dijkstra algorithm implemented on Python 

was built to be applicable in any given transport problem, using 
several parameters of the route, the distance between bus stops 

and the demand of passengers per each bus stop. This algorithm 
gives us the opportunity to build optimal solutions for the routes. 
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